933. Breatnach (Liam): *Uraicecht na ríar*: the poetic grades in early Irish law.


Part 1: Texts on the grades of the *fílid* and bards other than *Uraicecht na ríar*: *Uraicecht becc, Midillechta, Bretha nemed* (with English translation and notes), *Mittelirische Verleihen*, etc. Part 2: *Uraicecht na ríar*: dated to second half of the 8th c. Edited from MSS TCD E 3. 3, Egerton 153, TCD H 1. 15, and TCD H 2. 15a; restored and normalized; with MS texts, English translation and notes; linguistic analysis.
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Classifications:
- F 2.1: Literature and learning: Sociology: Origins, functions, development, transmission
- I 1.2: Society: Law, institutions: Early Irish law

Indexes:
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